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During past intensive discussions, the CEFP deliberated and reached a broad consensus on 
principles for realization of the following:  
① Details and a schedule for concrete reform to enhance public confidence in social 

security  
② Basic ideas on how to secure reliable financial resources for supporting social security  
③ Basic ideas of tax reform and the relationship between the economic cycle and the 

timings of preparation and implementation of tax reform 
④ Basic ideas of public expenditure reform  

 

“The mid-term program” is designed for the purpose of reforming social security, the 
taxation system and expenditures in an integrated and consistent manner, and we would 
like to propose the following recommendations for common issues across the three systems, 
social security, taxation and expenditures.  
 

1. Reliable tax resources centered on the consumption tax as special-purpose resources 

earmarked for social security and accounting methods 
 

In order to improve public understanding of an additional public burden associated with 
social security,  
① the Government needs to systematically make more “visible to general public” that an 

additional public burden associated with social security shall be fully passed on to the 
public as social security benefits, and 

② the Government must not cut back its efforts for ceaseless progress of administrative 

reform and steady compliance with fiscal disciplines, even after an additional public 
burden associated with social security has been introduced.  

 

At present, the general provisions of the budget stipulate that the consumption tax shall be 
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earmarked for three expenditures of social security for the elderly (including medical care 
for the aged, elderly care and basic pension benefits), which Japanese people do not 
necessarily adequately acknowledge. In addition, the Government has yet to respond to 

public criticism that “the Government should, first of all, fully carry out administrative 
reform and the eradication of wasteful spending, before asking people to pay more for 
social security.”  
  

Based on current systems concerning the consumption tax, and at the same time, for 
improving public understanding of an additional public burden associated with social 
security, the Government needs to respond to the issue in accordance with the following 
basic ideas:  
  

(1) Reliable tax resources centered on the consumption tax as special-purpose resources 
earmarked for social security  

Allocation of reliable financial resources to social security benefits, including pension 
benefits, medical care and elderly care, and to countermeasures against the declining 

birthrate shall be institutionalized in a manner “adequately visible to the public,” in 
addition to functional enhancement.  
 

(2) Separate accounting between the social security sector and the non-social security 
sector  

A strict separate accounting shall be introduced between social security expenditures, to 
which reliable financial resources are to be allocated, and other expenditures, to clearly 
demonstrate the relationship between reliable financial resources and social security 
benefit payment in government budgets and in the settlement of accounts. By so doing, we 
can allow ceaseless progress of administrative reform in the non-social security sector 
which is mutually compatible with an additional public burden associated with social 
security benefit payment. (The additional public burden should be passed on to the public 
as benefits.)  
 
(3) How to carry out a separate accounting  

The followings are possible methods to secure a correspondence relationship between   
reliable financial resources (annual revenues) and social security to which the resources 
are to be allocated (annual expenditures).   
 
① Controlling the usage of money which needs to be separately accounted in an 
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accounting that includes other budget items  
a. The usage defined by the general provisions of the budget. (For example, the current 

consumption tax) (Refer to Reference 1 attached.)  
b. The usage virtually defined by rules or practices in the Government. (For example, 

automotive tonnage tax)  
c. The usage defined by laws. (For example, radio wave usage fee and construction debt 

bonds)  
 
② Separately controlling where the money is going in the accounting and accounts 

completely independent from other budget items  

d.  Enacting “laws on special accounts” to establish special accounts and special budget 
items, independent from general accounting, so as to control the usage. (Refer to 
Reference 2 attached.) 

(Note) The usage of the tax revenue is being defined either by the taxation law 
(special-purpose tax) or by other laws.  

 
When designing a specific system, the Government should take into consideration the 
following advantages and disadvantages of each method and should further deliberate.  
 
【Considerations in designing a system】  

- Strict control over the usage of money  
   Methods “a,” “c” and “d” require parliament decision. On the other hand, Method 

“b” allows the Government to handle the issue all by itself and, accordingly, allows 
more flexible response, but the control over funds can be less binding.   

 
- Transparency and understandability from the viewpoint of people  

Method “d” can better clarify the correspondence relationship between revenues 
and expenditures, by completely separating the accounting and accounts of budget 
items which need to be separately accounted. On the other hand, Methods “a,” “b” 
and “c” can do so, by specifically identifying budget items that should be separately 
accounted. 

 
When adopting Method “d,” we have to figure out how to make up a deficit in case 
the size of reliable financial resources to be earmarked for social security does not 
match that of social security costs. In addition, we also need to review the 
relationship between social security and past reform efforts on special accounts.  
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(4) Relationship between central and local governments  
A certain percent of tax revenues raised by the current consumption tax of 5% is allocated 
to local government expenditures as tax allocation grants and another 1 percent goes to 
local governments fiscal coffers as the local consumption tax, both of which are being 
treated as local governments’ general revenues. When earmarking the consumption tax as 
special-purpose resources for financing social security, the Government has to 
comprehensively discuss the matter, including review of the relationship with current 
systems as above mentioned and of role-sharing between central and local governments.  

  
2. Procedures and systems for preparation and implementation 
In order to implement “the mid-term program” without fail, first of all, the Government needs 

to explain in the program the idea of functional enhancement of social security and a road map 

for tax reform (the timing of implementation and that for submitting related bills). Then the 

Government needs to promptly start the following preparatory works. Even in the face of 

current difficult economic conditions, the Government should steadily proceed with 

preparation.  

 
【Social security】  

- Formulation of a detailed and specific schedule for functional enhancement and 
efficiency improvement  

- Coordination and formulation of related bills for enacting functional enhancement and 
efficiency improvement 

【Tax reform】  

- Formulation and approval of details of tax reform 
- Submission of bills related to a multi-year tax reform process 

【Compliance with fiscal disciplines and ceaseless progress of administrative reform】  

- Formulation and implementation of a mid-term plan for compliance with fiscal 
disciplines and ceaseless progress of administrative reform  

 


